
“Melting in your arms” 

 

What’s the most romantic thing you can think of? 

Is it selfless sacrifice in the name of love or maybe double suicide? 

Well that story isn’t about that , not at all or something... 

But let’s go to our story , shall we? 

 

Once upon a time there’s a village surrounded by the fields and woods. 

In the deep in dark forest there’s a young and beauty woman which was picking up herbs and 
mushrooms. 

She was singing a stories about old demons and brave heroes fighting with them . 

And while she was walking around woods heading slowly in direction of the village , young man 
spotted her while riding through the forest. 

He was stunned  by how beauty she was. 

He knew that girl , she was a daughter of one of the family’s maids which got freed when got 
accused of playing with black magic. 

They were lovers at the time , before he was sended to a boarding shooll in europe . He never forgot 
about her and his feelings for her never vanished. 

When he shook off his reverie he relized she was gone . He was pretty confused at first but then he 
saw black smoke coming out of the vvillages square . 

He knew that it have to to something with her he couldn’t explain that but deep down in his heart he 
knew this is a bad sing.  

After a few minutes he arrived to the village he saw the pile of hay smoldering  he discovered in 
horror that his first love was on the burning pile surrounded by crowd shouting “burn the witch” 

He decided to let her free he jumped over there , the villagers were shooked and terryfied of the 
sight.  

The invisible feeling forced him to do that. He couldn’t untie the ropes in time … 

They both started to melting together and the last thing he could do was to hug her and say “i love 
you “. once there was nothing left after them but ashes , bones & coeal they were finally together 
reunited after so many years and their spirits became one. 

That's all :P 


